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Abstract

The structure and strain of ultrathin CoO films grown on a Pt(001) substrate and on a ferro-

magnetic FePt pseudomorphic layer on Pt(001) have been determined with insitu and real time

surface x-ray diffraction. The films grow epitaxially on both surfaces with an in-plane hexagonal

pattern that yields a pseudo-cubic CoO(111) surface. A refined x-ray diffraction analysis reveals a

slight monoclinic distortion at RT induced by the anisotropic stress at the interface. The tetrag-

onal contribution to the distortion results in a ratio c′

a′ > 1, opposite to that found in the low

temperature bulk CoO phase. This distortion leads to a stable Co2+ spin configuration within the

plane of the film.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Critical phenomena at the nanoscale size follow a different behaviour than in bulk. A

reduction of critical temperature with thickness is expected in magnetic films when their

size is comparable to the characteristic correlation length associated to the interatomic

magnetic interaction. This intrinsic effect is often hindered by unwanted changes in the

structure and in the chemical composition, as well as by interface effects. The importance of

interface parameters tends to increase with the constant search for reduction of dimensions

in technological systems. The complete structure of these systems is a key to properly

disentangle finite size, bulk and surface structural effects.

Due to its technological applications the exchange bias (EB) effect, which takes place

at ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic (FM-AFM) interfaces, has been widely investigated in

the last decades. Below a critical blocking temperature (TB), the coupling between the two

layers induces a shift of the hysteresis loop of the FM layer due to an intrinsic exchange bias

field (HEB)1,2. Despite its scientific relevance and its widespread use in magnetoelectronic

applications, several aspects of this effect have not been completely elucidated, especially

the assessment of the magnetic structure at the interface and throughout the volume of the

AFM layer3,4. This latter is strongly influenced by the interface structural parameters5 as

reduced coordination of surface atoms, atomic modifications induced by strain or chemical

diffusion at interfaces. For example, an apparent discrepancy between the amplitude of the

reduction of the Néel temperature (TN) with the thickness in nano-periodic CoO/SiO2
6 and

CoO/MgO multilayers7 was explained several years later by the presence of an amorphous

CoO layer at the interface with SiO2.
8

Bulk CoO is AFM with TN of 293 K and a large magnetic anisotropy. In the paramagnetic

phase, it crystallizes in rock-salt structure with aCoO=4.261 Å. Co and O planes alternate

along the [111] directions, with an in-plane atomic arrangement given by an hexagonal mesh

and an interatomic distance of 3.013 Å. The AFM transition goes along with a cubic-to-

monoclinic crystallographic distortion. At 10 K, the monoclinic constants are a=5.18190(6)

Å, b=3.01761(3) Å, c=3.01860(3) Å and β=125.5792(9), with β the angle between a and

c.9 In the pseudo-cubic face-centered setting, this corresponds to an angle of 89.962◦ be-

tween the two edges of different lengths. Its magnetic structure is collinear with high spin

Co2+ ions forming a stacking of FM planes coupled antiferromagnetically along the pseudo-
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cubic [111] axis. The moments are oriented in the monoclinic ac plane, pointing close to

the [001] axis9,10. This magnetic structure, usually denoted as AFM II10, is stabilized by

superexchange mediated by the oxygen atoms11.

In films with nanometric thicknesses, the CoO structure is extremely influenced by the

substrate, through the epitaxial strain and interface chemistry, as well as by the growth

conditions.12–16 The structural differences are likely to strongly influence the magnetic prop-

erties of the films, as nicely demonstrated by a spin reorientation related to the nature

-compressive or expansive- of the strain17. Unexpectedly, the growth of CoO on Pt(001)

has never been reported in the literature. Moreover, epitaxial CoO film on Pt(001) opens

the way towards a CoO/FePt AFM/FM bilayer on Pt, since Pt-terminated FePt(001) and

Pt(001) present rather the same chemical surface.

In this paper we report epitaxial growth of CoO films on a Pt(001) substrate and on

a FM FePt(001) pseudomorphic alloy on Pt(001). We have succeeded at the growth of

strained ultrathin (111)-oriented CoO films on both Pt(001) and Pt-terminated FePt(001)

surfaces and have precisely determined the strain and the structure of CoO layers with insitu

and real time surface x-ray diffraction. We find that on both surfaces the CoO structure

presents a slight monoclinic distortion stable at room temperature (RT) evocative of the low

temperature and magnetically driven distortion of the bulk. At local scale, such a distortion

notably translates into a tetragonal distortion of the octahedra formed by the first oxygen

neighbors around Co atoms. The implications of that distortion on magnetism and spin

orientation of Co2+ ions are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Surface x-ray diffraction experiments at grazing incidence (SXRD) were performed at the

French CRG-IF BM32 beamline18 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)

using a photon energy of 22 keV (λ=0.56354 Å). The ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber,

fully equipped for sample preparation, was working at a base pressure of P∼ 2× 10−10

mbar. The Pt(001) single-crystal substrate was prepared by cycles of 800 eV Ar+ sput-

tering and annealing at about 1200 K. After preparation no impurities were detected by

Auger electron spectroscopy and SXRD showed large terraces of the typical quasi-hexagonal

reconstruction19,20. With respect to the Pt(001) plane, this surface layer contains about
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25% atoms in excess that mix with the adlayer when the reconstruction is lifted. Fe, Co and

Pt were deposited by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), using pure rods inserted in water-

cooled electron beam evaporators. The deposition rate, calibrated with a quartz crystal

microbalance, was typically 1 ML per 10 minutes for Fe and Co, and 1 ML per 45 minutes

for Pt. CoO films were grown with the Pt substrate held at 520 K by reactive deposition

of Co, keeping a molecular oxygen pressure in the chamber of PO2∼ 5× 10−7 mbar during

evaporation.

The diffracted intensity as function of momentum transfer (Q = 4πsinθ
λ

) from a truncated

crystal (or an ultrathin epitaxial film) shows sharp scattering line-shape parallel to the

surface and continuous line-shape in the out-of-plane direction. These out-of-plane intensity

distributions at determined (HK) indexes of the surface mesh are known as (HK) diffraction

rods. When originating from the substrate they are called crystal truncation rod (CTR)21.

The surface unit-cell is defined by the three vectors ~aPt,i of a tetragonal body centered

mesh related to the fcc substrate by ~aPt,1 = aPt

2
[110], ~aPt,2 = aPt

2
[110], and ~aPt,3 = aPt[001]

with aPt = 3.924 Å. An (HK) CTR is the intensity distribution along the reciprocal space

variable L, linking the bulk Bragg peaks with the same (HK) indexes. When a film grows in

registry with the substrate, film and substrate contributions interfere on the same rod. The

film structure has to be resolved by a fine analysis of these CTRs intensities22. It requires

quantitative data, which are obtained by an integration of the scattered intensity at (HKL)

nodes along the CTR, by rocking the sample around the surface normal. Then the structure

factors are extracted applying standard correction factors23 and averaged over symmetry

equivalent reflections. The data reduction and structural analysis are performed using the

ANA-ROD package that uses a χ2 minimization for fitting occupation profiles and interplane

distances22,23.

Two samples were studied in detail by SXRD. Their growth procedure, including the

deposition rates, the oxidation conditions and the substrate temperature, was optimized to

result in epitaxial layers with large coherent length domains. The first sample is a nominally

3.5-nm-thick CoO layer grown on a clean Pt(001) substrate held at 520 K by reactive Co

deposition. The second one is a CoO/FePt/Pt(001) double-layer film, where the CoO layer

is coupled to a FM L10 ordered FePt layer in registry with the Pt(001) substrate. The

FePt layer was grown by evaporation of nominally 3 ML of Fe on a clean Pt(001) substrate

held at 600 K, followed by 1 ML Pt deposition. This strategy of FePt growth stems from
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the fact that at room temperature an atomic site exchange process takes place between Fe

adatoms and Pt atoms of the substrate24. At higher temperatures, the process is reinforced

and the Fe adatoms interdiffuse into the Pt substrate to form an epitaxial surface alloy25.

The additional Pt monolayer ensures a Pt rich interface with CoO, intended to limit Fe

oxidation and produce a similar interface chemistry as for a clean Pt substrate. The resulting

FePt(001) layer is pseudomorphic with the substrate. No traces of L12 type ordered alloys

or L10 domains with the c-axis lying in-plane were found. Then, a CoO layer was grown at

520 K starting by deposition of 2 ML of metallic Co followed by oxidation during 10 min and

additional reactive Co deposition up to a 4-nm-thick CoO layer. For the analysis of these

non-pseudomorph CoO layers, the intensity of the additional rods appearing between those

of the substrate was measured simply by scanning the momentum transfer perpendicular to

the surface (L-scans). The structure factors were extracted using the so called stationary

geometry corrections, after a background substraction23. The structure of the CoO layer

turns out to be essentially the same on both Pt(001) substrate and Pt-terminated FePt(001)

FM layer.

To provide a fully structural description of the exchanged-coupled system, a total of 128

non-equivalent reflections belonging to the (10), (11), and (20) CTRs (as indexed in the

surface unit-cell) were used for the determination of the atomic structure of the FePt layer.

The FePt layer rods measured before and after CoO growth show minor changes ascribed to

some oxidation of Fe at the interface. In order to estimate the extent of this oxidation, x-ray

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Fe L2,3 edges was performed exsitu at the soft x-ray

beamline of the ESRF. All spectra were collected with a spectral resolution of E/∆E ∼ 6000

and using total electron yield, corrected for electron yield saturation effects and normalized

far from L2,3 edges.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure of FePt layer and interfaces

Reference scans were collected for the clean substrate prior to metal deposition. They

show, besides the CTRs, additional rods coming from the typical Pt(001) quasi-hexagonal

reconstruction19,20. After Fe deposition, the reconstruction is lifted and scans of the mo-
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FIG. 1. (color online) X-ray scattering through the Pt rods [(10), (11) and (20) CTRs] after

FePt and CoO growth. The scattered marks (experiment) are associated to error bars calculated

from data dispersion of symmetry equivalent rods. Calculated structure factor amplitudes are

represented by solid lines. The broad peaks associated to the doubling of the electronic density

in FePt are pointed by arrows. Black circles represent experimental structure factor amplitudes

extracted from much wider angular scans (inset) for the integration of the CTR intensity.
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layer (n) region dn,n−1 occPt/occFe occ
′
Pt/occ

′
Fe

1 1.97 (1) 1/0

2 interface with Pt 1.99 (1) 0.7(1)/0.3

3 FePt Fe plane 1.804(5) 0.10(5)/0.9 0.1/0.9

4 alloy Pt plane 1.804(5) 0.7(1)/0.3 0.8/0.2

5 film Fe plane 1.804(5) 0.2(1)/0.8 0.1/0.9

6 Pt plane 1.804(5) 0.7(1)/0.3 0.8/0.2

7 1.93(2) 0.5(1)/ -

8 interface with CoO 1.80(4) 0.4(1)/ -

9 1.97(2) 0.15(5)/ -

TABLE I. Fitting results of a 4 ML FePt alloy and its interfaces after cobalt oxide deposition.

Occupation rates (occFe and occPt) and interplane distance dn,n−1 to the preceeding layer are

described for each layers. The last column (occ′Fe / occ′Pt) reports an estimation of the occupancies

obtained thanks to wide angular scans performed at the superstructure peaks maximum.

mentum transfer parallel to the surface (Q//) do not show any extra peak or shoulder close

to the CTR. These measurements, repeated at different values of the momentum transfer

perpendicular to the surface (Qz), ensure that the layer is in registry with the substrate,

without any in-plane relaxation. The CTR structure factors reflect then the interference

between the scattering from the FePt film and the Pt substrate. Broad peaks have shown

up between the substrate Bragg peaks at Qz ∼ 3.68 Å−1 for (1 0) and at Qz ∼ 1.84 Å−1 for

(1 1) and (2 0) CTRs (pointed by arrows in Fig.1), indicating a doubling of the electronic

density period along the growing direction. These order peaks correspond to the L10 phase

with c-axis perpendicular to the surface20,25. The lattice mismatch favours this orientated

growth because the bulk FePt L10 lattice parameters, abulk=3.860 Å and cbulk=3.713 Å are

smaller than aPt by 1.6% and 5.4%, respectively.

As stated here above, the FePt film grows in registry with the substrate. The layer adopts

the in-plane lattice parameter of Pt. The film structure parameters are optimized through

a best fit of the calculated structure factors to the measured ones22. The model consists of

a partially ordered FePt(001) film between two interface regions: one with the Pt substrate

and the other with the CoO overlayer. For each layer n, atoms occupy bulk-like sites and
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the fit parameters are occupancy rates (occFe and occPt) and interplane distance dn,n−1 to

the previous layer, with occFe + occPt = 1 for each layer (except at the CoO interface). An

average Debye-Waller factor is considered for the whole alloy layer. The Pt interface is

defined by two atomic layers. Layer 1 contains Pt only, while Fe is allowed to diffuse to the

layer 2. d1,0 and d2,1 distances are free and independent. Layers 3 to 6 correspond to the

FePt alloy film, with a single interlayer distance dalloy. Fe and Pt occupation rates are fitted

on each layer. For the CoO interface region (n > 6), distances are free and independent. Fe

and Pt occupation rates are adjusted with the only constraint of occFe + occPt < 1. The best

fit Debye-Waller factor, Balloy = 0.96, turns out to be larger than the Fe and Pt bulk ones

(0.39 and 0.31, respectively) indicating that the structural disorder dominates and justifying

the use of a single parameter. The best fit parameters are summarized in Table I and the

best fit curves are plotted in Fig.1 along with data.

Some outcomes should be emphasized. In the fully ordered L10 phase, pure Pt and Fe

planes alternate along the c-axis. The occupancies obtained for the FePt alloy from n =3 to

6 (Table I) correspond to alternate Fe rich and Pt rich layers. The degree of order can be

quantified by the parameter S, defined in a binary alloy as S = ra − wa, where ra and wa

are the ratio of a-sites occupied by the right and by the wrong kind on atoms, respectively26.

S = 0 (S = 1) for a complete disordered (perfectly ordered) alloy. Applying this definition

to the layers from 3 to 6, we have S = 0.5(1) on average. Actually, this value is largely

underestimated because the intensity coming from small ordered domains is scattered over

a large reciprocal space region and is not fully integrated during the standard rocking scans

over the CTRs. A more accurate order parameter is obtained by performing wider angular

scans (inset Fig.1) about the order peaks (indicated by arrows in Fig.1). The corresponding

reevaluated structure factors are reported in Fig.1. Within the same model, the Pt and

Fe occupancies for layers 3 to 6 were adjusted to match the corrected structure factors, all

other structural parameters being unchanged. This results in the final Fe and Pt occupancies

reported in the last column of Table I. One ends up with an order parameter of S ∼ 0.7(1).

The lattice constant calloy = 2dalloy=3.61(1) Å is compressed by 2.8% with respect to bulk

FePt one. This compensates the (001) plane atomic density reduction, which results from

the substrate induced in-plane strain. The tetragonal distortion of this pseudomorphic layer

(c/a)alloy = 0.920(3) is enhanced compared to the bulk value (c/a)bulk = 0.962. A similar

value was previously measured on a 2.0-nm-thick FePt film grown by alternate deposition
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FIG. 2. (color online) Comparison of CoO/FePt/Pt(001) sample L2,3-edges XAS (a) with a linear

combination (b) of two reference spectra: metallic FePt (c) and Fe3O4/CoO (d).

on Pt(001)25.

The interface with the CoO is a mixture of different phases and its complete structure

can be hardly obtained by SXRD. It is then simply modeled with partially occupied layers

of only Pt. It should be pointed out that in these layers a Pt fraction could be replaced by a

larger Fe fraction, which has a lower atomic scattering factor, without a relevant increase of

the χ2. Therefore, the reported Pt occupancies at the interface represent an upper limit. It

should be kept in mind that, if some amount of Fe is present at that interface, it has to be

Pt covered, otherwise it would form a relaxed oxide that does not contribute to CTRs. To

wrap up, the FePt interface with the CoO layer is satisfactorily described by a mixture of Pt-

covered metallic Fe and Pt islands embedded in a relaxed Co (Fe) oxide layer. Coexistence

of CoO and Pt islands has already been reported in the literature16.

The total Fe content summed over the metallic alloy film (n=1 to 6) is 2.6 ML, smaller
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than the nominal 3 ML value, highlighting a partial Fe oxidation. The extent of this oxida-

tion is estimated by comparing the XAS spectrum of the CoO/FePt/Pt(001) sample with

those of a metallic FePt and a double-layer CoO(4nm)/Fe3O4(2nm)/Ag(001), previously

prepared and used as references. Figure 2 shows a linear combination (full line) of the two

reference spectra with a weight 0.35 for the Fe oxide (dash) and 0.65 for the metallic Fe

(dot). It gives a very good agreement over the entire spectrum, including the multiplet

structure at the L2 edge. Taking 2.6 ML (65%) as the metallic contribution, we found out

that approximately 1.4 ML (35%) of Fe are an oxide environment.

Fe oxidation close to the interface is expected owing to its high oxidation potential27.

Reactive CoO deposition on pure Fe results in the oxidation of at least 2 ML of Fe at

340 K28. Our Pt-terminated FePt(001) layer shows a smaller oxide contribution even if the

deposition temperature (520 K) was higher than that. Such small oxide contribution is likely

related to Fe atoms dispersed within the CoO layer or from Fe-O bonds at the interface. It

demonstrates the good resistance to corrosion of the FePt alloy film. As a matter of fact,

the Fe XMCD spectrum of this sample is characteristic of metallic L10 FePt and has no

noticeable contribution from the Fe oxide content29. Diffusion of Co atoms into the metallic

FePt alloy prior to the oxidation is discarded, since no metallic component was observable

in the XAS measurements around the Co L2,3 edges29.

B. Structure of the CoO layer

After CoO growth, scans of the momentum transfer parallel to the surface (Q//) have

been performed along different directions in the reciprocal space. They show that the CoO

diffraction pattern exhibits a sixfold in plane symmetry, like a (111)-oriented film with

twinned domains. Comparing two scans performed along ~aPt,1 and in the direction rotated

by 60◦ in-plane, respectively, a small but significant shift of the rod position is clearly

detected (Fig.3), indicating that the hexagonal mesh is non regular. From the rod FWHM

we estimate a characteristic domain size of about 8 nm parallel to the surface. By successive

rotation of the sample by 90◦ around the surface normal, four growth variants are observed.

They are due to the fourfold symmetry of the substrate. An in-plane schematic view of

one of these variants is given in Fig.4. For the sake of clarity only the two variants related

by mirror symmetry are discussed in this paper, but reflections of all variants have been
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FIG. 3. (color online) Intensity distribution as function of the momentum transfer modulus parallel

(Q//) to the surface at Qz=0.873 Å−1. The plain (blue) line corresponds to a scan along ~aPt,1 and

crosses both Pt and CoO rods. The dashed (black) line corresponds to a scan along a direction

rotated by 60◦ with respect to ~aPt,1. The shift between the CoO rod positions, pointed by the

plain (blue) and dashed (black) lines, reveals the distortion of the in-plane hexagonal pattern.
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FIG. 4. (color online) Top view of the CoO structure on Pt(001) (or FePt(001)). The non-regular

hexagon is described by a rectangular surface mesh formed by the in-plane vectors ~a and ~b .

collected, treated and averaged to improve data’s quality. The rods position and shape

and the related strains are qualitatively the same for the CoO film grown on the clean

substrate and on the Pt-terminated FePt/Pt(001) surface, highlighting the same structural

behavior. The CoO parameters will be given in the following for the last sample, which is

more interesting for its magnetic behaviour and for which a larger data set is available.

The in-plane lattice constants of the non-regular CoO hexagonal mesh h2 (parallel to

~aPt,2) and h1 (at 120◦) are evaluated from the rod positions. Their values are h2=3.005(1)

Å and h1=3.012(1) Å. While this second value is close to the bulk one for RT CoO rock-salt

structure (aCoO√
2

=3.013 Å) the first one is clearly below, revealing an in-plane contraction of

the CoO structure. The CoO epitaxy is characterized by a misfit between the unit-mesh

length h2 and the substrate surface row spacing aPt,2 (
h2−aPt,2

aPt,2
) of about +8%, and between

the CoO row spacing 1
2

√
(2× h1)2 − h22 = 2.610 Å and aPt,1 of -6%. The anisotropic stress

induced by these misfit values is the responsible for the non-regular hexagonal mesh. Red

arrows in Fig.4 indicate the sense of displacement of the atoms of Co related to the regular

hexagon. As we will see later, the oxygen atoms are also displaced, in such a way that the
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hexagonal stacking is slightly inclined related to the normal.

The analysis of the structure of the CoO film is founded on the in-plane position of

several rods and their intensity distribution versus the momentum transfer perpendicular to

the surface Qz (Fig.5). It takes into account the four growth variants due to the substrate

symmetry and requires a clear identification of the diffraction features associated to each

of them. If we use a rectangular surface mesh, defined by the vector ~a parallel to ~aPt,1

and ~b parallel to ~aPt,2 (Fig.4), the four variants correspond to the rotation of this unit cell

by the fourfold symmetry axis normal to the substrate. For each variant the positions of

the CoO diffraction rods form a non-regular hexagonal mesh on the surface plane. These

positions are represented in Fig.6 for two variants related to each other by a rotation of

180◦. These variants can be seen as mirror variants and their relation can also be expressed

as an inversion of the coordinate along ~a. In the reciprocal space (hk), rods of one variant

merge with the (hk) rods of its mirror variant. The second set of mirror variants is deduced

by 90◦ rotation of this set. Their rods are clearly separated from those of the first set and

are not represented.

For the CoO(111) film with cubic rock-salt phase, the rods labeled here (20) and (1̄1)

are equivalent, the surface normal being a three-fold symmetry axis. These rods merge with

the (2̄0) and (11) ones of the mirror variant (also equivalent among them in the rock-salt

structure). In our data a small but clear shift is observed between the out-of-plane peak

positions of the (20) and (1̄1) rods (Fig.5-c). Similar shift is observed between (2̄0) and the

(11) peak positions (Fig.5-d). This shift can only be taken into account if the ~c vector of the

CoO unit cell is not perpendicular to the surface, but has an in-plane component: atoms

of the fourth Co atomic layer of the oxide film are not exactly above Co atoms of the first

one, characterizing a monoclinic distortion. A second experimental observation confirms

this statement. The (02), (31), and (3̄1) rods are equivalent in a cubic CoO(111) structure,

but not in the monoclinic film. In our experiments Bragg peaks observed along the (31)

and (3̄1) rods are wider compared to those along the (02). The (02) rod is located in the

inversion-symmetry plane. Only a single component (021) Bragg peak has been measured.

The wider peak, observed for the same Qz range along the (31) rod, corresponds to the

superposition of the (310) peak and the (3̄12) one of the mirror domain.

The monoclinic unit cell can be described using bases vector ~a = (a, 0, 0) (parallel

to ~aPt,1), ~b = (0, b, 0) (parallel to ~aPt,2), and ~c = (−c1, c2, c3). As ~b is in the mirror
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FIG. 5. (color online) X-ray scattering through the CoO rods: (1̄1) plus (11) (a) and (2̄0) plus

(20) (b); enlarged view of (200) plus (1̄11) (c) and of (2̄02) plus (111) Bragg peaks. Scattered

marks correspond to experimental data and plain lines are obtained by the structural refinement

procedure. Vertical lines indicate the two peaks in monoclinic (plain blue) and in cubic (dashed

red) cells. Peak positions for the cubic cell are calculated using CoO bulk data from9.
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FIG. 6. (color online) In-plane rod positions for the CoO film (blue open circles) and Pt substrate

(black plain circles). The CoO diffraction pattern exhibits a quasi-hexagonal symmetry parallel to

the surface plane. By inversion symmetry, (hk) rods of one variant (indexed in red) merge with

the (hk) rods of the mirror variant.

plane, if c2 6= 0 there should be 8 variants instead of the 4 experimentally observed. We

have then ~c = (−c1, 0, c3). If we chose ~c as the shortest vector joining Co atoms in the

Pt (010) plane, the crystal structure is made up of a basis of four atoms : Co(0, 0, 0),

Co(1
2
, 1
2
, 0),O(1

2
, 0, 1

2
),O(0, 1

2
, 1
2
) and the reciprocal space vectors are ~a∗ = 2π

a
.(1, 0, c1

c3
), ~b∗ =

2π
b
.(0, 1, 0), ~c∗ = 2π

c3
.(0, 0, 1). The Bragg peak positions for the monoclinic system are given

by ~Q(hkl) = 2π.(h
a
, k
b
, 1
c3

(l + h c1
a

)). We can express c1
a

as c1
a

= 1
3

+ δ. For the rock-salt cubic

structure δ=0. Thus (200) and(111) reflections have the same Qz. For a monoclinic lattice

these two reflections are shifted by ∆Q = Qz(2, 0, 0)−Qz(1, 1, 1) = 2π
c3

(3 ∗ δ). From Fig. 5-c

∆Q < 0 then δ < 0 and c1 <
a
3
.

Once the monoclinic distortion is qualitatively described, the structural parameters of

the CoO films should be obtained. The first step is the calculations of precise in-plane
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parameters a and b from a collection of Q// -scans. The position of the Bragg peaks (Qx,Qy)

were evaluated by fitting the in-plane line-shape of 12 rods belonging to different variants.

Equivalent positions were averaged to get the four inequivalent couples reported in Table

II. Errors bars were obtained from the dispersion of the data in symmetry equivalent rods.

a and b lattice constants were derived from the ~Q(hkl) formula through a weighted average

of these values. Their values are a = 5.220(2) Å and b = 3.005(1) Å in agreement with h1

and h2 values found previously.

rod Qx(Å−1) Qy(Å
−1) Q//(Å

−1)

(11) 1.207 (2) 2.092(1) 2.415(2)

(20) 2.4069(7) 0 2.407(1)

(02) 0 4.180(1) 4.180(1)

(31) 3.614(3) 2.087(1) 4.173(2)

TABLE II. In-plane CoO peaks positions Qx, Qy and Q// =
√
Q2
x +Q2

y . The small ∆Q// between

(11) and (20) and between (02) and (31) rod positions reveals the in-plane distortion of the film.

The intensity distribution as function of Qz was measured for the same 12 rods, which

were treated and symmetry averaged giving the (20), (11), (31) and (02) non-equivalent

rods, two of them reported in Fig.5. A model of the CoO film with monoclinic structure was

fitted to reproduce these structure factor amplitudes. In this model the interlayer spacing

was taken uniform over the full thickness. The measured signal decreases quickly along the

rods when moving farther away from the CoO Bragg peaks, which is an indication of large

surface roughness expected for such polar surface. This latter was simulated by introducing

an occupancy value Occ(n) for each atomic layer n of the oxide film that has been modelized

by an error function erfc(z). This model is based on the assumption that the distribution

of the terrace’s width is described by a Gaussian with maximum at z0 and with a variance

σ. In this second step of the structural analysis, the interlayer spacing parameter c3 and

occupancies were obtained through a fit of the (02) rod, which is insensitive to the distortion

parameter δ. After that step, occupancies are fixed and the fit of the ensemble of rods is

performed to determine c1 and optimize c3. As (hk) and (hk) rods of two mirrors variants

are merged, the model structure is calculated for these two variants with identical weight.

The best fit lattice parameters are reported in Table III, as well as the values of δ,
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a (Å) b (Å) c1(Å) c3(Å) c (Å)

5.220(2) 3.005(1) 1.721(3) 2.454(3) 2.998(4)

δ β (deg) z0 (Å) σ (Å) χ2

-0.0036(7) 125.05(7) 43(9) 21(4) 2.3

TABLE III. Best-fitted parameters of the CoO film structures. The first line concerns the basic

structural parameters. In the second line, the monoclinic distortion is highlighted with δ and β.

z0 and σ are linked to the roughness of the films. X2 marks the quality of the fit.

β = 180◦ − arctan( c3
c1

) and c. The corresponding curves are plotted in Fig.5. In the cubic

system β = 180◦−arctan(
√

2)=125.264◦. The smaller value of β = 125.05(7)◦ expresses the

deviation from cubic unit-cell. The average film thickness is found at 4.3(9) nm, while σ is

about 1.8 nm. This should be considered only as a rough estimation, the error bar on such

values being quite large. However, this estimation is in fair agreement with the thickness

and roughness of the CoO layer obtained from complementary measurements (not presented

here) by x-ray reflectivity (z0 = 3.5(6) nm and σ = 0.8(3) nm) and atomic force microscopy

(surface roughness rms = 1.0(2)nm).

C. Implications on magnetic structure

The RT monoclinic distortion imposed by epitaxy for the CoO films is of the same order

of magnitude of that observed in low temperature bulk CoO phase. The structure of these

two phases can be compared within the distorted cubic cell, taking as lattice basis ~a′ = ~b−~c,
~b′ = ~b+~c, and ~c′ = ~a+~c (Fig.7). The lattice parameters for both structures are reported in

Table IV, along with the cell volume and the Co-O coordination distances.

In the regular cubic structure, Co atoms are embedded in the octahedral crystal field of its

first neighbors O atoms. The Co2+ ions are in the high spin 3d7 configuration, which leaves

a hole in a t2g orbital. At local scale, the tetragonal distortion, characterised by c′

a′
6=1, leads

to a splitting of the t2g orbitals by the orthorhombic crystal field30. The elongation in the

CoO6 octahedron determines then the symmetry (x′, y′) or z′ of the empty t2g orbital. The

strong spin-orbit coupling completes the scenario and imposes the Co2+ spin-orientation.

Experiments17 supported by theoretical calculations31 have demonstrated such a behavior.

Csiszar and coworkers17 established the dependence of the magnitude and orientation of the
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FIG. 7. (color online) Illustration of CoO monoclinic (~a , ~b, and ~c) and distorted cubic (~a′ , ~b′, and

~c′) lattice basis. a′ and c′ axes of tetragonal elongation are indicated in the CoO6 octahedron (red

lines).
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magnetic moments of CoO films on the strain induced by the substrate by comparing two

cases: on Ag(001), the strain induces an extensive ( c
′

a′
> 1) tetragonal deformation of the

CoO layer, leading to a Co2+ spins with (x′, y′) symmetry in the film plane. As opposite,

a CoO layer sandwiched between MnO(100) layers presents a slightly compressive ( c
′

a′
< 1)

deformation and has its moment directed out-of-plane, along the c′-axis.

The remarkable difference between low temperature CoO bulk and our films is the oppo-

site c′

a′
ratio, reflecting opposite tetragonal distortions. In the low temperature bulk structure,

the apical Co-O interatomic distance d1Co−O is shorter than the d2Co−O distance and, based

only on the orbital occupation and spin-orbit coupling energy, the spin should point along

the c′-axis. Nevertheless, the spin orientation is sligthly inclined by about 11o to 20o from

the ~c′ axis9,10. In order to minimize dipole-dipole interaction32, the Co2+ spins, which are

ferromagnetically coupled, tend to be within the (111) plane of the distorted cubic cell. The

competition between spin-orbit coupling and dipolar energy leads to the slight inclination.

In our films, the apical oxygen distance d1Co−O is larger than the d2Co−O distance in the

(a′, b′) plane and the t2g hole has z′ symmetry. As a consequence, the spin should be within

the (a′, b′) plane, as in the case of CoO/Ag(001). To completely define the spin orientation,

we have to consider now the dipole-dipole interaction. The break in cubic symmetry is

identified in the film by the decrease in β in the monoclinic cell. Such symmetry breaking

sets the (111) plane apart, amongst the other {111} planes. One can then deduce that

this is the plane where Co2+ spins are coupled ferromagnetically. To minimize the dipolar

interaction32, the spins should be within this plane. As opposite to the bulk case, both

interactions are not competing and may be simultaneously satisfied if the spins align along

the monoclinic b-axis, i.e. parallel to the ~aPt,2 (Fig.4 and 7). Such a conclusion, based solely

on structural distortion and symmetry arguments, is in agreement with the experimental

finding by x-ray absorption spectroscopy29.

One may note that the RT unit cell volume of the film (77.0 Å3) (Table IV) ranges between

the bulk RT rock-salt (77.36 Å3) and the low temperature monoclinic (76.77 Å3) ones. The

difference is small but may be of importance for the strength of the exchange interaction.

The volume decrease leads to an increase in orbital superposition and a subsequent increase

in the superexchange interaction. This might be correlated to the exceptionally high ordering

temperature of the film (TN=293 K) and to the robust perpendicular exchange bias shift,

kept up to the TN , as seen in our previous report29.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the growth and structure of ultrathin CoO layers on Pt(001) and

FePt/Pt(001) surfaces. The cobalt oxide grows very similarly on both surfaces with (111)

rock-salt-like orientation. Its structure corresponds to a distorted hexagonal stacking with

alternate planes of Co and O and displays a rough surface. Even then, the structure de-

velops and keeps a monoclinic distortion in the ultrathin regime. The anisotropic epitaxial

mismatch with the substrates leads to a stress that deforms the Co hexagon along one of

the main Pt axes; the second hexagonal layer formed by oxygen reinforces this distortion.

Such anisotropy is at the origin of the monoclinic distortion when the CoO film develops.

The magnetic performance of our sample highlights the high-quality epitaxial growth

control and the importance of the strain in the stabilization of the magnetic properties.

The presence of the monoclinic phase and its characteristics illustrate that epitaxy can

be exploited to tune both the onset of the magnetic transition and the magnetic moment

orientation in ultrathin films.
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CoO film (this work) CoO bulk values at 10 K

(from Jauch et al.9)

a′ = b′ (Å) 4.245 4.2682

c′(Å) 4.273 4.2145

α′ (deg) 90.00 90.038

β′ (deg) 90.00 89.962

γ′ (deg) 89.866 90.018

c′/a′ 1.007 0.987

V (Å3) 77.00 76.77

d1Co−O (Å) 2.137 2.1073

d2Co−O (Å) 2.122 2.1341

TABLE IV. Comparison of CoO monoclinic phases in a distorted unit cell.
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